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Runs advanced analyses on thousands to millions of data points at high speeds
Compatible with ODBC-compliant databases including Oracle OFDM, CSV, Excel,
flat text files and other DSN systems
Monte Carlo Risk Simulation, Portfolio Optimization, Stochastic Forecasting, and
Advanced Analytics (data fitting, data diagnostics, simulations, ARIMA, GARCH,
and over 600+ advanced financial and analytical models)
Results are compatible with ROV Dashboard for online secure management
reporting, analytics are compatible with ROV Risk Simulator and ROV Real
Options SLS software, and models are compatible with ROV Modeling Toolkit
Fully customizable models and industry specific models (Basel II Credit and
Market Risk)
Clean your dataset with the Data Integrity checks and SQL commands before
using the data in your analysis
Schedule individual models or portfolios of models to run at specific times in a
day or in a week
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ROV RISK MODELER is a comprehensive software suite, developed by Real Options
Valuation, Inc., and includes several modules. This software suite takes the
modeling outside of Excel and into the database environment, allowing the end
user the ability to directly link to databases and large data files, clean the data and
run advanced analytics at very high speeds. This ROV Risk Modeler software suite
comprises several modules, including:
 ROV Modeler is a customizable advanced analytical modeling software
module for solving multiple types of models, including computing advanced
models in various industries, advanced forecasting and simulation models,
historical back-fitting, time-series forecasts (ARIMA, Autoeconometrics,
Regression, stochastic processes, and others), volatility computation
(GARCH), and many other applications. Also included in this module (as well
as the Basel II Modeler and Risk Optimizer modules) is the ability to link and
download from various databases and data sources (e.g., Oracle OFDM, SQL
Server, Excel, CSV, text, and other ODBC compliant databases), screen and
clean the data prior to use (applying SQL commands and data cleansing
routines), compute new variables based on existing data, run Monte Carlo
Risk Simulations, apply data and distributional fitting, and other advanced
routines. This module is also customizable in that users can modify the
functions list, descriptions, and what models or applications to show,
allowing users to customize the tool to fit his or her needs, whereby you can
decide which models are important to be shown or used while others can be
locked and deleted (i.e., different departments, business units or industry
groups may have their own customized modeler).



ROV Basel II Modeler is an advanced analytical software module for solving
multiple types of models, including computing advanced models in various
industries (e.g., for banks, insurance and financial services companies, models
such as probability of default, loss given default, exposure at default, Value at
Risk, and other key metrics). It also functions like the ROV Modeler as
described above.



ROV Optimizer has the ability to quickly run project selection and investment
or project portfolios using nonlinear optimization with simulation and
stochastic optimization, all the while applying discrete integer, binary and
continuous variables subject to multiple constraints, as well as an efficient
frontier analysis. The optimization can be run on hundreds of decision
variables and the results are computed quickly.



ROV Risk Valuator has over 600 models and functions to value everything
from simple options and exotic options to commodities, futures, and riskreturn profiles of asset portfolios, and so forth. Please see the Appendix for a
more detailed listing of the models that are available.



ROV Charter runs different Modeler and Optimizer profiles and returns
predefined XML files that can be used by ROV Dashboard to generate
dynamic charts, tables, pivot tables and reports. ROV Dashboard is another
software program developed by Real Options Valuation, Inc.



ROV Scheduler runs different Modeler, Optimizer, Charter and Portfolio
profiles and returns the results in flat text files that can be saved or easily
uploaded into Excel or other databases.



ROV Portfolio runs multiple Modeler and Optimizer profiles and multiple
models immediately. This is similar to the Scheduler in that multiple models
can be chosen to run at once from different profiles, but the difference is that
the analyses are run immediately as opposed to being scheduled to run at a
later time.

In addition, the ROV Modeler software suite has the ability to:
 Clean and filter your dataset through its Data Integrity and SQL Conditional
screener and Data Compute capabilities, and check your data quality
through its Data Diagnostics function
 Runs individual models or portfolios of models on a specific schedule,
where the tool will automatically download predefined data links from
databases and data files, run its analyses and return the results in specified
XML or data file formats
 Provides 5 methods of variable mapping, to extract and download the
required data from your database or data files for analysis, including Data
Fitting, Data and Variable Compute, Distributional Assumption and
Simulation, Manual Entry, and Data Link to data files or databases
 Runs on single core or multiple cores with multi-thread distribution and
distributive processing
 Available in English, Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, Portuguese and more
languages are forthcoming




Individual modules can be used or purchased separately
Applicable as a desktop software or server-based software

TRIAL VERSIONS
There are no trial versions of this software as the desktop and server
implementation of this comprehensive software suite will need to include
consulting and training.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
This software suite can be run in any Windows or MAC environment (MAC
operating systems require Parallels or Virtual Machine to emulate a Windows
environment), and is compatible with Microsoft Excel as well as other ODBC
compliant databases and data files. The software suite requires 100MB of free disk
space and recommended minimum 1GB of RAM for best performance. We
recommend that the user has administrative rights (this is by default on most
personal computers) but can also run on logins with limited user rights (simply
install the software to a non-protected file/folder location in order to properly run
the software).
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